
 

Abstract—The purpose of this study is the development of an

admittance motion command generator for controlling the

motion of a robotic walking support system used to guide a user

walking at a uniform or user-adjustable walking velocity along a

preplanned walking path, as illustrated by parametric spline

functions. The correlation between a preplanned walking path

and the force exerted by a user is usually complicated and

indirect because of the high nonlinearity of parametric spline

functions. Therefore, an interpolation algorithm based on

Taylor’s expansion is developed in this study to correlate the

preplanned walking path with a desired linear velocity. When

the desired linear velocity is set as a uniform walking velocity

command, the robotic walking support system can guide a user

walking along a preplanned walking path at uniform walking

velocity. Furthermore, for the robotic walking support system to

be able to guide the user at user-adjustable walking velocity, the

concept of admittance motion control is employed to correlate

the desired linear velocity with the force exerted by the user.

Several experiments are conducted using a robotic cane that was

developed in this study, and the experimental results show the

validity of the proposed approaches.

Index Terms—motion control, robotic walking support

system, admittance control, motion command generator

I. INTRODUCTION

EOPLE whose lower limbs are in normal condition but

who face difficulty walking usually use walkers or canes

to help them walk. Such devices are usually used by people to

maintain their balance, support their weight, train a person to

walk, and increase the muscle strength of a user’s lower limbs.

Although these devices aid mobility, they are considered to be

passive devices, and users must have motion abilities to use

these devices. Therefore, in recent decades, robotic

technologies have been applied to conventional walking

support devices; the resulting robotic walking support

systems provide significantly improved walking-assistance.

Lacey and Dawson-Howe [1] described the application of

mobile robot technology to provide mobility aid for the blind;
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further, the PAM-AID mobile robot [2], consisting of a

walking frame with wheels, was developed to help avoid

obstacles and physically support a person while walking. To

help the elderly live independently in private living

environments, a robotic assistant called Care-O-Bot II [3][4]

was developed with adjustable walking supports to support

and guide elderly people safely in indoor environments.

Hirata et al. [5][6] proposed a passive intelligent walker,

called the RT Walker, to assist elderly and handicapped

people to walk in both indoor and outdoor environments. The

developed adaptive motion control algorithm enables the RT

Walker to adapt to user operation, and the walker helps avoid

obstacles on the basis of extracted environmental information.

Chuy Jr. et al. [7][8][9] developed the Walking Helper; this

device considers user operation characteristics to aid users in

controlling their walking support system. Further, Chuy Jr. et

al. [10] developed a motorized robotic walking support

system based on the passive behavior concept proposed by

Hirata et al. [5] to enhance interaction between the walking

support system and the user. Wasson et al. [11] presented an

operation system that can determine a user’s navigational

intent by measuring the forces and moments acting on the

handles of the walker. Morris et al. [12] proposed a robotic

walker that integrates a haptic interface and a robot

localization and navigation system to provide mobility

assistance to frail elderly people with cognitive impairment.

Sabatini et al. [13] developed a motorized rollator equipped

with force, ultrasonic, and infrared sensors to support elderly

people and avoid collisions while walking. Chugo et al. [14]

developed a robotic walker system that combines standing

and walking assistance functions by using an assistance

manipulator and an active walker to provide standing,

walking, and seating assistance for the elderly. Spenko et al.

[15] developed a smart walker that provides support,

guidance, and health monitoring for the elderly in an assisted

living facility. This smart walker uses a six-axis force/torque

sensor attached to the walker’s handle as the main control

input interface. Furthermore, a shared adaptive control

algorithm was developed to control the smart walker by a

computer controller, allowing the smart walker to gently

guide the user. Spenko et al. [15] also developed a smart cane

that provides functions similar to those of the smart walker.

Although some cane robots such as the Walking Guide Robot

[16], RoJi Robot [17], GuideCane Robot [18], and the

Robotic Cane proposed by Aigner and McCarragher [19] can

provide good guiding performances for the visually impaired

and the elderly, they cannot physically support the elderly

during walking.
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In the developed robotic walking support systems, several

functions such as walking guidance, obstacle avoidance,

localization and navigation, and health monitoring are

normally realized in order to provide better walking

assistance to users. Moreover, some studies have focused on

the physical interaction between the user and a robotic

walking support system in order to provide users with a stable

and convenient manipulation interface. Among the existing

robotic walking support systems, the functionality of walking

guidance is fundamental because robotic walking support

systems are usually used to guide a user walking toward a goal

position in a living environment. The motions of a robotic

walking support system used for walking guidance could also

affect the walking behavior of the user. However, the walking

guidance functionalities of the existing robotic walking

support systems usually guide a user walking in the

commanded direction at an arbitrary velocity. Therefore, in

order to smoothly guide a user walking from one position to

another along a preplanned walking path with a uniform or

user-adjustable motion velocity, a motion command generator

must generate uniform or user-adjustable velocity commands

to control the robotic walking support system. This indicates

that the motion command generator of a robotic walking

support system must correlate the preplanned walking path

with the force exerted by the user. In this study, the correlation

between the walking path and a desired linear velocity is

developed first; then, the correlation between the desired

linear velocity and the force exerted by the user is developed

to complete the correlation between the preplanned walking

path and the force exerted by the user.

Parametric spline functions such as the B-spline function

[20], Beta-spline function [21], and polynomial function

[22][23] are used for path planning in robotics. Thus, a

parametric spline function is used to illustrate the preplanned

walking paths in this paper. Here, the walking paths are

preplanned in advance according to the walking environments

of the user in order to guide the user when walking from one

position to another. Because of the highly nonlinear

properties of parametric spline functions, in order to correlate

the walking path with a desired linear velocity, an

interpolation algorithm based on Taylor’s expansion [24] is

developed in this study. By applying the developed

interpolation algorithm, the robotic walking support system

can guide the user walking along a preplanned walking path at

a uniform walking velocity. In addition, in order to further

make the robotic walking support system guide the user along

a preplanned walking path with a user-adjustable motion

velocity, it is necessary to correlate the desired linear velocity

with the force exerted by the user. Impedance control [25] and

admittance control [26][27] are frequently used control

methods to correlate the velocity and force characteristics of

mechanical systems. Zeng and Hemami [28] compared these

control methods in detail. Admittance control can be applied

to control mechanical systems with friction, backlash, and

heavy mass, and is typically applied to control mechanical

systems with position/speed-controlled actuators, which are

also used in the experimental setup in this study. Therefore, in

this study, the admittance control law design concept is

employed to correlate the desired linear velocity with the

force exerted by the user. By integrating the admittance

control law design concept into the developed interpolation

algorithm, the resulting admittance motion command

generator can generate velocity commands that directly relate

to the force exerted by the user, for controlling a robotic

walking support system. Thus, the robotic walking support

system can guide a user walking along a preplanned walking

path with a user-adjustable motion velocity.

In this study, a robotic walking support system, the robotic

cane, is developed as experimental system to show the

validity of the proposed approaches. This robotic cane is

composed of a two-wheeled mobile platform, a cane-stick,

and a biaxial force-sensing device that was developed to

estimate the force exerted by the user of the robotic cane.

Several simulations and experiments are performed on the

robotic cane and the experimental results show the validity of

the admittance motion command generator developed in this

study.

II. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM                

(THE ROBOTIC CANE)

In order to show the validity of the proposed approaches, a

robotic walking support system, the robotic cane, is

developed, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The robotic cane consists of

three main parts: a two-wheeled mobile platform, a cane-stick

with handgrip, and a force-sensing device. The two-wheeled

mobile platform is equipped with two standard drive wheels,

two castor wheels, a main control unit, main power and

auxiliary power units, an ultrasonic range sensor, two infrared

range sensors, and a touch-screen panel. The two standard

drive wheels are used to drive the mobile platform, with the

ability to control the speeds of the left and right drive wheels

independently, allowing the mobile platform to execute linear

motion and rotational motion around the instantaneous center

of rotation (ICR) [29]. The two castor wheels are free rotation

wheels, and are used to support the mobile platform. The

developed admittance motion command generator is

implemented in the main control unit, which is composed of a

data acquisition board, motion control board, and personal

computer (PC) with a Pentium dual-core CPU. The main

control unit receives sensing signals from the force-sensing

device and ultrasonic and infrared range sensors; the main

control unit also sends the generated control signals to the two

standard drive wheels to control the motion of the mobile

platform. The main power unit provides the power required

by the main control unit, force-sensing device, ultrasonic and

infrared range sensors, and touch-screen panel, while the

auxiliary power unit provides the power required by the two

standard drive wheels. The ultrasonic range sensor is used to

detect the distance from front obstacles; the infrared range

sensors are installed on the right and left sides at the front of

the mobile platform to detect the distances from front-right

and front-left obstacles. The touch-screen panel is used as the

human-machine interface and displays the status of the

robotic cane. The design of the robotic cane integrates a

cane-stick with a mobile platform through a force-sensing

device. The cane-stick is fixed to the force-sensing device,

and can rotate about the center point of the device along the

normal and lateral directions, as shown in Fig. 1(a). When

using the robotic cane, as shown in Fig. 1(b), the user’s hand

is placed on the handgrip and the robotic cane guides the user

with the two-wheeled mobile platform.



(a) Hardware and equipment

(b) Operation setup

Fig. 1.  The robotic cane.

III. DESIGN OF THE ADMITTANCE MOTION COMMAND

GENERATOR

Fig. 2 illustrates the motion control structure developed in

this study for controlling the motions of the robotic cane so

that it can guide a user walking along a preplanned walking

path with a uniform or user-adjustable walking velocity. The

path generator generates a preplanned walking path in

advance based on the walking environment of the user in

order to guide the user when walking from one position to

another. Because the preplanned walking path is defined by a

parametric spline function in this study, an interpolation

algorithm is required to generate linear and angular velocity

commands for the motion control law that generates servo

commands for driving the left and right drive wheels of the

robotic cane. Here, the interpolation algorithm must refer to a

desired linear velocity so that the linear velocity command for

the motion control law can be equivalent to the desired linear

velocity. In this study, the user can set a uniform walking

velocity command from the touch-screen panel so that the

robotic cane guides the user at a uniform walking velocity.

Moreover, the user can switch to another guiding mode that

allows the robotic cane to guide the user at a user-adjustable

walking velocity. The biaxial force-sensing device is used to

estimate the force exerted by the user and the low-pass filter is

used to characterize the motions of the robotic cane. The

desired linear velocity is taken from either the uniform

walking velocity command or the output of the low-pass filter,

depending on the switch command. In this study, because of

the highly nonlinearity of the parametric spline function,

Taylor’s expansion [24] is applied to correlate the preplanned

walking path and the desired linear velocity.

Fig. 2.  The developed motion control structure.

In this study, the walking paths are defined by a parametric

spline function ( )uC  and the spline parameter u  is a time

function. Thus, the approximation of u  can be obtained by

using the Taylor’s expansion [24], as:
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where iu  denotes the value of u  at time itt =  and 1+iu

denotes the value of u  at time 1+= itt . The symbol TOH ..

denotes the higher order terms of the Taylor’s expansion. Let

the time step in the interpolation be sT  seconds, and thus

sii Ttt =−+1 . By neglecting the higher order terms (H.O.T.) in

Eq. (1), we can rewrite Eq. (1) as:
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Eq. (2) can be used to interatively compute the interpolated

positions on the walking path, ( )uC . For instance,

interpolated position )( 1+iuC  is obtained by substituting

spline parameter 1+iu  into function ( )uC . Here, as shown in

Eq. (2), spline parameter 1+iu  is obtained from the given iu ,

ittdt

du

=

, and sT . Similarly, the interpolated position )( iuC  is

obtained by substituting spline parameter iu  into function

( )uC , and spline parameter iu  is obtained from the given

1−iu , 

1−= ittdt

du
, and sT . Moreover, the motion speed of the

robotic cane depends on the derivative value of spline

parameter u  with respect to time t . For instance, the motion

speed of the robotic cane from interpolated position )( iuC  to

)( 1+iuC  depends on the value of 

ittdt

du

=

. Therefore, in order

to make the robotic cane move on the walking path at a

desired linear velocity, it is necessary to correlate the desired

linear velocity with the derivative value of spline parameter u

with respect to time t .

Since the spline velocity, ( )uV , can be obtained as:
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the derivative value of spline parameter u  with respect to

time t  at time it  can be obtained as:

( )
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where   ,  ⋅⋅  is an inner product operator and   ⋅  is the

Euclidean norm operator. In this study, the desired linear

velocity, dv , replaces the magnitude of the spline velocity,

( )iuV , in order to correlate dv  and ( )iuV . Therefore, Eq.

(5) is rewritten as:
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and Eq. (2) becomes:
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Since Eq. (7) interpolates the walking path, ( )uC , with the

desired linear velocity, dv , Eq. (7) is the interpolation

algorithm used is this study. Therefore, for the given dv , sT ,

and 
( )

iuudu

udC

=

, the interpolation algorithm, Eq. (7), not

only interatively computes the interpolated positions on the

walking path, ( )uC , but also approximates the motion speed

of the robotic cane to the desired linear velocity, dv .

In order to generate the linear and angular velocity

commands for the motion control law of the robotic cane at

time itt = , the interpolated position, )( 1+iuC , must be

calculated using the interpolation algorithm in Eq. (7). Fig. 3

shows the interpolated positions, )( 1−iuC , )( iuC , and

)( 1+iuC , on a walking path, ( )uC .

Fig. 3.  The successive interpolated positions on a walking path.

In Fig. 3, iα  and iβ  respectively denote the distance and

the angle between adjacent interpolated positions )( iuC  and

)( 1+iuC . Here, the length, iα , and the angle, iβ , are

computed by
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)
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where ×  is a cross product operator. Thus, the linear velocity

command, )(tv , and the angular velocity command, )(tθ& , at

time itt =  are obtained as:
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where sT  is the time step in the interpolation and is also the

sampling period in the motion control system of the robotic

cane.

In this study, by setting the desired linear velocity, dv , as

the uniform walking velocity command, as shown in Fig. 2,

the robotic cane guides the user with a uniform walking

velocity. In order to make the robotic cane guide the user with

a user-adjustable walking velocity, the desired linear velocity,

dv , must be a function of the force exerted by the user. Since

the equivalent force, appF , exerted by the user can be

estimated by using the biaxial force-sensing device, the

desired linear velocity, dv , is thus determined in this study by:

)( appd Ffv = . (10)

Here, function )(⋅f  affects the motions of the robotic cane.

The simplest function is a constant gain. For a function with a

large constant gain, the user can drive the robotic cane by

exerting a small force on the force-sensing device. However,

the motions of the robotic cane become sensitive to the

motions of the user’s hand. This causes the motions of the

robotic cane to be problematic for some users with hand

vibrations. For a function with a small constant gain, the user

must drive the robotic cane by exerting a large force on the

force-sensing device, and thus the motions of the robotic cane

become less sensitive to the motions of the user’s hand.

Therefore, a low-pass filter with an adjustable gain and

bandwidth is employed in this study. The low-pass filter can

reduce the vibrations induced by the user’s hand, and can also

adjust the motion sensitivity of the robotic cane.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this experiment, the robotic cane is used to guide a user

walking along a preplanned walking path illustrated by a

non-uniform rational B-spline function [30] on a walking

surface. Fig. 4(a) shows the preplanned walking path in the

experiment. The robotic cane guides the user walking along

the preplanned walking path from position A to position B at

the velocity set by the uniform walking velocity command

(10.0 cm/sec) until the execution time reaches time-point “a”.

At time-point “a”, the linear velocity command gradually

decreases to zero. Then, the user switches the operation mode

at time-point “b” so that the robotic cane moves with a user-



adjustable walking velocity. During the period from time-

point “c” to time-point “d”, the user changes the linear

velocity command through the use of the force-sensing device,

such that the robotic cane guides the user walking with the

user-adjustable walking velocity along the preplanned

walking path. At time-point “e”, the user again switches the

operation mode so that the movement of the robotic cane is

based on the uniform walking velocity command. The linear

velocity command thus gradually increases to 10.0 cm/sec.

Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) show the linear and angular velocities

of the robotic cane in the experiment, respectively.

(a) The preplanned walking path

(b) The linear velocity of the motion

(c) The angular velocity of the motion

Fig. 4.  Experimental results for an even walking surface.

As shown in Fig. 4(b), the robotic cane moves with a linear

velocity response that is similar to the uniform walking

velocity command during the period from the start to time-

point “a”. Here, the linear velocity response is fluctuant

because of the disturbance induced by the contact between the

drive wheels of the robotic cane and the walking surface.

During steady motions (the period from 15 seconds to 30

seconds), the average value of the linear velocity response is

9.9363 cm/sec and the variance is 0.0099 cm/sec, which is

0.1% of the average value. Because the robotic cane is turning

during this period, the angular velocity command is varying

and the maximum value is 0.3270 rad/sec. The angular

velocity response follows the angular velocity command and

the maximum value of absolute following error is 0.0279

rad/sec. In the experiment, even though the linear velocity

commands are zero in the periods from “b” to “c” and from

“d” to “e”, the robotic cane moves with slow velocities

because of the long settling time of the linear velocity

response. However, reducing the settling time usually

increases the maximum overshoot of the linear velocity

response. During the period from “c” to “d”, the robotic cane

moves along the preplanned walking path with a user-

adjustable walking velocity. The admittance motion

command generator generates the linear velocity command

based on the force exerted by the user. Fig. 4(b) also shows

the measured voltage of the force-sensing device. Here, a

first-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a bandwidth of 1.0

rad/sec and a gain of 0.45 cm/sec/N is applied to the

experiment. The linear velocity response follows the linear

velocity command and the maximum value of absolute

following error is 0.2101 cm/sec. Because the walking path is

linear during this period, the angular velocity command is

zero and the angular velocity response is fluctuant near zero.

The average value of the angular velocity response is 0.0014

rad/sec and the variance value is 5102812.2 −×  rad/sec. Fig.

4(a) also shows the actual walking path of the robotic cane in

the experiment. Although the robotic cane deviates from the

preplanned walking path and the maximum value of absolute

deviation is 7.3958 cm, the robotic cane guides the user

walking along the preplanned walking path defined by a

parametric spline function with a uniform or user-adjustable

walking velocity.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, in order to make a robotic walking support

system to guide a user walking along a preplanned walking

path, defined by a parametric spline function, at a uniform or

user-adjustable walking velocity, an admittance motion

command generator was developed for the motion control

design of the robotic walking support system. Moreover, a

robotic walking support system, the robotic cane, was

developed in order to show the validity of the proposed

approaches. Because of the highly nonlinear properties of

parametric spline functions, the correlation between a

preplanned walking path and the force exerted by a user is

complicated and indirect. Therefore, in this study, an

interpolation algorithm was first developed to correlate the

preplanned walking path with a desired linear velocity, and

then the design concept of admittance motion control was

employed to correlate the desired linear velocity with the

force exerted by the user. In the development of the

interpolation algorithm, Taylor’s expansion was applied to

approximate the spline parameter of a parametric spline

function. Then, the relation between the desired linear

velocity and the derivative of the spline parameter was

developed to correlate the desired linear velocity with the

preplanned walking path. By applying the developed

interpolation algorithm, the robotic cane guides a user

walking along a preplanned walking path at a uniform

walking velocity by setting the desired linear velocity using a

uniform walking velocity command. In order to further make

the robotic cane guide a user at a user-adjustable walking

velocity, a low-pass filter with an adjustable gain and

bandwidth was applied to correlate the desired linear velocity

with the force exerted by the user. Thus, the admittance

motion command generator developed in this study integrates

the admittance motion control design concept into the

developed interpolation algorithm to allow the robotic cane to

guide the user at either a uniform or user-adjustable walking



velocity, which can be switched by the user. Some simulations

and experiments were conducted on the robotic cane. The

simulation results show that the developed interpolation

algorithm generates the linear and angular velocity commands

for the motion control law of the robotic cane based on the

desired linear velocity and the preplanned walking path.

Moreover, the generated linear velocity command provides a

good approximation to the desired linear velocity. The

experimental results show that the robotic cane guides a user

walking along a preplanned walking path, defined by a

parametric spline function, at either a uniform or user-

adjustable walking velocity. Therefore, the simulation and

experimental results show the validity of the approaches

proposed in this study.
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